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Norse, a fashion brand from Copenhagen, recently teamed up with British shoe giant and Dr. Martens to build the 2016 new spring /
summer joint Projects. With the minimalist aesthetic as the main inspiration, the classic 3-Eye Steed shoes as the blueprint, with
high-grade suede shoes making, and has waterproof function, collocation tongue and heel pull at the standard anti cracking nylon
material, finally by Goodyear Dr. Martens sign technology blessing; Air; Wair glue, has a better grip and slip, retain the beauty at the
same time have a retro gentleman excellent performance. It is reported that, 2016 new spring and summer joint series will begin in
April 29th, Norse Projects online store and Norse Store sale. 

2014, Jordan Brand officially announced that it would stop Air Jordan III shoe engraved in the next period of time, so the news that
many have not had a friend shouted sorry, after all, than some are engraved generation, Air Jordan III still has a very high position,
especially the "True Blue" color, also be regarded as a single. In the disappearance of nearly two years later, the vast number of Air
Jordan fans can finally cheer again, because Air Jordan III Retro True Blue is about to be ushered in at the end of the re sell! The only
spy outflow from the figure, this pair of "True Blue" using the OG version of Nike Air Logo as the heel Logo, while in 2011 it had
engraved, but the complete reduction of OG design is the first time. Don't say much, you Air Jordan fans must be ready in November
25th this year! 
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